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Abstract: With the rapid development of e-commerce and the global economy, order picking mode of multiple batches and 

small quantities becoming more and more, which makes artificial picking system occupy a larger proportion in a variety of ways. 

The optimization study of the artificial person picking system has a crucial role to enhance the efficiency of batch picking, then 

increasing customer satisfaction. For picking route optimization problem, single or multiple picking equipment may be 

considered in the actual operation process in order to choose the shortest path as the objective function to establish the 

optimization model in this paper. And genetic algorithm is designed in detail to solve this model. 
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1. Introduction 

Picking route optimization is an important problem in 

distribution center selection operation, and its cost of time 

and expense account for the high proportion of the whole 

order picking operation. Besides, it also forms the basis of 

order batch. In the order picking, customer orders are 

converted to the picking orders at first; and the 

transformation process of the picking orders includes order 

batch and order picking optimization operation. 

This paper illustrates the study of picking route, and this 

problem is divided into two kinds of circumstances. The first 

one is single equipment picking, and the second is the 

multiple equipment picking. Before route optimization, those 

orders can either be with order batch or without it. 

2. Background of the Research 

2.1. Single Picking Equipment 

The problem can be described as: in the process of 

picking orders of distribution center, one or more combined 

into a batch of orders need to be chosen by a selection 

equipment, and the total capacity and quality will not be 

over the ability of the equipment, trying to find the optimal 

picking route scheme to make the total picking path the 

shortest. 

2.2. Multiple Picking Equipments 

This problem can be described as: there is multiple picking 

equipment picking at the same time in the distribution center 

in order to save the time of a single order picking process 

(pre period short orders) or reduce the walking distance of all 

batch picking orders. In the premise of meeting the demand 

of picking equipment selection ability, finding the optimal 

route to make the general selection of road the shortest. In 

this problem, orders can be divided into different sorting 

equipment for picking, so you can reduce the front period of 

orders, and then ten orders can be merged into batch orders. 

The path optimization can reduce total walking distance. In 

the order picking, customer orders are first converted to the 

picking orders, and the transformation process of the picking 

orders includes order batch and order picking optimization 

operation. 

3. Model Design of Order Picking Route 

Optimization 

3.1. Single Picking Equipment Picking Route Optimization 

Model Assumptions 

For the convenience of analysis and calculation, we make 

some basic assumptions before modeling.
 [1-3]

 

(1) distribution center storage area is made up of parallel 
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arrangement of shelves. warehouse-type is dual-zone 

warehouse, unlike the previous single-area warehouses for 

scholars. Dual-zone warehouses are more widely available in 

a large warehouse. The content of this research can be 

applied to multiple-zone warehouse. The layout structure is 

shown in Figure 1. 

(2) number of picking person or picking device for at least 

one. In previous study, picking people or picking device is set 

on the amount of a single, in actual operation, there can be 

multiple selected devices in select situations at the same time, 

therefore, in this study, the selected devices are not doing 

quantity requirements, and that will be more in line with the 

actual circumstances. 

(3) ignore the shelf height displacement. in the case of 

multiple shelves, Displacement in vertical direction are not 

included in the picking path. No matter what the picking 

strategy we take, the displacement is unable to reduce. It is a 

fixed value and therefore are not included in the calculation 

of the chosen path. 

(4) each order contains at least one kind of product. 

(5) the order is not allowed to split into different picking 

batches, but in the same picking batches, the same order of 

goods can be assigned to different person to pick. 

(6) the picking orders of each batch are picked by N 

pickers or picking device at the same time, picking up a batch 

after batch of the next election. 

(7) different selection devices with the same capacity 

limits and load limits. 

(8) the total volume and the total weight of all the goods of 

each batch picking order cannot exceed the total volume and 

weight of all selected devices limit in the picking batch. 

(9) the capacity and quality of individual items must not 

exceed the capacity and quality constraints of the individual 

picking device, that is to say, picking equipment can picking 

any goods in the warehouse. 

(10) there is no out of stock and emergency insertion order 

status. 

(11) the picking list goods storage position are known. 

(12) the walking paths in the selection process is improved 

s-type strategies. 

 

Fig. 1. Warehouse layout. 

3.2. The Establishment of the Order Picking Model 

Objective function:  
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N is on behalf of total number of orders. 

mvcap is on behalf of the cargo capacity ability of picking 

equipment m 

is on behalf of the cargo quality ability of picking 

equipment m 
km

xyD means in the k-th selected batch, walking distance 

between goods x and goods y. 
km

xyY is the decision variables to decided whether the goods y 

is immediately chose after sorting equipment finished goods x 

in the first k batch picking . 

nkv is on behalf of the weight of goods in the order n of the 

batch k. 

is on behalf of the volume of goods in the order n of the 

batch k. 

(1) is the objective function of the model. the purpose of 

model is to make the total path shortest. Formula (4) 

represents all the goods volume are not more than the 

maximum capacity of picking car. Formula (5) represents the 

quality of all of the goods does not exceed the maximum 

loading capacity of picking car. Decision variables (6) indicate 

whether the goods x and y are chosen in a row, if it is in the 

same batch in the same path next to the selection, the value is 1, 

otherwise the value is 0. 

Analyses of single picking equipment’s situation: only a 

piece of selection equipment in distribution center, and the 

order with a batch or without a batch can use single picking 

device path optimization model. This model not only refers 

to only a piece of selection equipment of distribution center, 

but also refers to a batch of orders use a piece of selection 
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equipment, for example in the distribution center applying 

this model, if there are some rush insertion orders during the 

process of orders picking, a separate order picking process 

will be needed. 

3.3. Multiple Picking Equipments Picking Route 

Optimization Model Assumptions 

When there are multiple picking equipments in the 

distribution center for the picking operation, the goods of 

orders need to be arranged in different picking route. This 

problem and vehicle routing problem (VRP) in operational 

research is similar, but also have different parts, and main 

difference lies in that the goods that are delivered by 

distribution vehicles are chosen by picking equipment, and 

there is a great difference in the capacity of the picking 

equipment and load. The differences of capacity lead to the 

two questions of optimization focus are different. In the 

distribution route optimization, the number of delivery 

vehicles is needed to be sure to make the total distribution 

route the shortest. During the process of picking, because the 

Capacity of picking equipment is small, all equipment can be 

used, and it also means that the number of path and picking 

equipment are the same. 

In the previous study, the VRP model is applied to picking 

path optimization model directly, and these scholars ignored 

the existence of differences between two problems. This 

paper aims at the shortage of previous studies, combining 

with difference of picking route optimization problem, and 

then re models the path optimization problem of multi 

equipment selection. 

Model assumptions 

For the need of research, in the premise of not affecting the 

nature of the picking path optimization problem, this paper 

makes he following assumptions: 

1) The warehouse type in the research is double-area 

warehouse;(2) The picking route ignores displacement in the 

vertical direction; 

(3) Each order contains at least one item; 

(4) The weight and quantity of the goods shall not be over 

any r picking equipment’s ability; 

(5) The total weight and quantity of the goods shall not be 

over all r picking equipment’s ability; 

(6)The goods item storage location should be known; 

(7) The equipment starts picking at the entrance and exit, 

and goes back to its previous position after picking. 

(8) A storage location of goods does not exceed the 

picking device’s ability, so it means that only a storage 

location is in a picking path, and do not need to repeat the 

selection. 

3.4. The Establishment of the Order Picking Model 

Based on the above assumptions, more equipment chosen 

path optimization problem can be described as: there are M 

pieces of picking equipment in the distribution center are 

parked in the entrance and exit of warehouse , and a batch of 

orders need to be picked. The total number of items is N, and 

the order’s demand of load and capacity does not exceed the 

limitation of picking device’s ability. We want to know how 

to arrange the order picking trucks and picking path so that 

the total picking distance is the shortest. Thus, the 

mathematical model of the order picking path problem can be 

expressed as follows
[9-10]
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m is on behalf of total number of picking equipment. 

1,2,3, , ;m M= ⋯  

n  is on behalf of the number of goods to be selected. 

1,2,3, , ;n N= ⋯  

i  is on behalf of the number of chosen paths. 

1,2,3, , ;i I= ⋯  

jq  is the need of the weight of goods ;j  

jv is the need of the volume of goods ;j  

mvcap is on behalf of the cargo capacity ability of picking 

equipment m; 

 is on behalf of the cargo quality ability of picking 

equipment m; 
,x y  is any of the selected goods; 

ixyd  is the total distance between the chosen path i and

,x y ; . 
1

iS  means on the chosen path i , the walking distance 

between the first picked item and entrance and exit. 
2

iS  means on the chosen path i , the walking distance 

between the last picked item and entrance and exit. 

ixyY is the decision variables to decide whether goods x is 

close to goods y. 

mqcap
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The objective function (7) of the model means making the 

total path shortest after picking route optimization. 

Constraints (8) and (9) represent all the goods volume and 

the quality of all of the goods are not more than the 

maximum picking ability of picking car. Constraints (10) and 

(11) represent any of the goods are only on the one picking 

path and are only picked once. Constraints (12) represents the 

number of the picking path is less than or equal to the 

number of picking equipment. The decision variables (13) 

show that on the chosen path i , if the goods y is picked 

immediately after the goods y is picked, the value is 1, 

otherwise the value is 0. 

4. Design of the Genetic Algorithms 

The design of order batching problem solving steps 

according to the genetic algorithm
[4-5]

 is as follows: 

1, the chromosome coding design 

In the order batching problem, the order is called a gene, 

all orders are combined into one chromosome, and each 

chromosome represents the order batching problem a feasible 

solution. 

Due to the large number of orders, in order to be able to 

express the solution of the problem by chromosome 

intuitively, the paper based on the floating-point encoding 

method. The encoding can be expressed as: 

By encoding operating to all orders in the order collection

, we regard the state of each order in each batch 

of each vehicle as a gene, and all order status collection form 

a chromosome. Since the design of the model involves 

multiple batches and multiple picking equipments, the 

designed gene should be able to represent order batch and 

order picking equipment information, or cannot be converted 

into the corresponding solution space of the chromosome. So 

for the selection of y value is the form of a-b, where a 

represents the order batches, and b represents the order 

picking equipment. For example, a chromosome coding[6-8]: 

{ }1 2 3 41 2 , 2 1 ,6 1 ,8 2 ,..., na b− − − − −  

The chromosome means: each number position in 

sequence represents the order number, such as 1-2 in the first 

place, it represents the order whose coding is 1 in its 

collection. 2-1 represents the order whose coding is 2.and so 

on a-b represents the coding order n. Which the number 1-2 

represents order in this position is assigned to the first batch 

of the second picking device; and the number 2-1 represents 

order in this position is assigned to the second batch of the 

first picking device. And so on. The middle separator "-" is in 

order to facilitate the computer recognition of different 

batches and sorting equipment, through this code, there are 

multiple picking equipment order batching problem can be 

mapped to the GA for solving space. 

In order batching process, always regard no more than 

picking equipment selection ability as constraints in batching, 

and the limit will join in the process of programming. We are 

not repeating them back. 

2, the population size design 

In the design of the parameters chro, if the population is 

too small, the genetic algorithm is likely to converge to the 

local optimal solution, not to converge to the optimal solution. 

The main reason is that population size is too small, will lead 

to a decrease in the diversity of the population, leading to 

meaningful searches and the most advantage is lost. On the 

contrary, if the size of the population is set too large, the 

calculation needed in each iteration process will become very 

large, result in the slow, which will affect the practical 

application value of the algorithm. In this paper, we use the 

classic genetic algorithm to solve the problem. According to 

studies conducted by previous scholars, in this paper, 

chro=20-30, the size of the population to choose the interval 

values are acceptable. 

3, the design of fitness function 

In the genetic algorithm, the fitness function is used to 

evaluate the pros and cons of chromosomes in the population, 

the fitness function and all selection, crossover operation in 

genetic algorithms have a close relationship and driving force 

of the GA process. Genetic algorithm carries on the 

comparison to the fitness of each chromosome in the 

population, and to determine selection probability based on 

the ranking, so fitness function f must be positive. 

When solving the extreme value of the fitness function, 

the fitness function can be directly used to model the 

objective function f (x) to express, also known as the 

original fitness function. But when the objective function is 

the opposite, that is to solve the minimum value of the 

objective function, this method is no longer applicable, 

Because the optimal objective function value is smaller, 

when its genetic to the next generation of probability is 

smaller in accordance with the proportion of genetic. The 

fitness function need to be appropriately transformed, 

therefore, make it a standard measure. That is converted to 

the maximum of the objective function value is optimal. In 

the case of the objective function for minimization, standard 

fitness can be defined as: 

( ) ( )maxnomalf x f f x= −  

Where 
max

f is the original fitness function f (x) an upper 

bound, if belongs to an unknown quantity, can be 

through the current population of the maximum fitness value 

as the upper bound of chromosome. 

4, choose strategy design 

In a population, Chromosome according to certain choice 

probability directly into the next iteration populations, the 

fitness value of the chromosome is the higher; the 

probability of being selected is greater. Poor fitness value of 

chromosome might not have the opportunity to be selected, 

In the process of selecting, the selection probability for each 

chromosome is: 

{ }1,..., NS O O

maxf
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The formula is selection probability operator. To calculate 

selection probability operator according to (3.11) for each 

chromosome, and then apply the selection operator to select 

the chromosomes for cross breeding. 

5, crossover operator 

Selecting operation does not produce new chromosomes, 

Just selecting excellent individuals from the parent 

generation chromosomes, In order to achieve optimum 

operation, chromosomal crossover operation must be carried 

out, Only in this way can produce new excellent individual to 

implement genetic algorithm optimization process. Through 

the selection and crossover operator, GA can result in higher 

average fitness of children group, which is in the optimal 

direction to evolve. Crossover is the main means of genetic 

algorithm for optimizing search, by crossover operation to 

produce the new individual, it greatly accelerate the speed of 

the search in the process of group evolution. 

Selecting a certain number of chromosomes from the 

population according to a certain probability, and random 

group. After the completion of the group, exchange a certain 

genes of the chromosome from the selected location, the 

selected location can be one also can be more than one. The 

probability called the crossover probability. It gives the 

expected number of participating in the exchange of 

chromosome, i.e.: 

*
c c

n N p=  

Where N is the population size, In this paper, in the 

process of cross the crossover method used for single point 

crossover, the specific method is: for each chromosome, 

randomly generated a floating point number [ ]0,1r ∈ . If 

r<p then the chromosome is selected, repeated selection 

operation N times, and then all of the selected 

chromosomes were randomly paired. In chromosome 

randomly set a new crossing points to crossover after 

randomly paired, when it crosses, the two chromosomes 

before or after the point swap part structure. All the 

finished, forming new groups, such as: 

Parent: 

( )1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
, , , , , , , , ,A A A A A A A A A A A=  

 

Offspring: 

 

 

6, mutation operators 

The mutation operation of genetic algorithm is replacing 

some genes in the chromosome with the other allele of the 

gene to form a new individual. The important role of the 

mutation operator is to ensure the diversity of population. 

And it can make the genetic algorithm find the optimal 

solution near the current solution. 

An important parameter of mutation operation is the 

mutation probability. 

* *
m m

B P N L=  

is the mutation probability 

N is the population size 

L is the chromosome length. 

In the process of solving the order batching problem, if the 

mutation probability values of the larger, although able to 

generate more new chromosome, it may destroy a lot of good 

search pattern, it will make the genetic algorithm into the 

stochastic search algorithm; on the contrary if the mutation 

probability value is too small, then the mutation operation of 

executive ability is very weak, and the ability of generate 

new individuals and restrain premature convergence are weak. 

Combined with genetic algorithm design principles, the range 

of mutation probability is 0.0001-0.1.
[11-15] 

5. Summary 

In this chapter we make the modeling research of picking 

route optimization problem, and order picking route 

optimization problem can be divided into the traditional 

single picking equipment problem and multiple picking 

equipment problem. Considering the capacity of picking 

equipment, minimize picking route model is established. To 

solve the problems with the nature of NP, a fitness function, 

crossover operator, coding of genetic algorithm, and other 

parameters are used in genetic arithmetic method are 

designed in detail. 
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